Abstract

This paper proposes evaluation model based Learning Content Management System (LCMS) in the university city of Riyadh. The survey was conducted literature and practical web development methodologies to determine the readiness of LCMS University in the city of Riyadh. Framework is evaluated by a valuation model of e-learning anti-hunger program, proposed by Francesco Colace in 2006. Evaluation model was evaluated four main features (management and collaborative approach, interactive learning objects management and adaptation of the path of education). Involves every feature, in their determination, some sub-features. The results of the evaluation model as follows: The sum of the weights of the framework proposed in management feature is 16.7/25, collaborative feature is 9/10, in the adaptive learning path is a 5.5/10 in interactive learning object is 5/5. Sum of the weights of all the features are 36.2/50. Then, the results were compared with each other. Weighs the sum of all of King Saud University and the University of Prince Sultan was 41. While the total weights of King Faisal University, IMAMU, YU and NAUSS was 40, 37.36 and 32, respectively. The evaluation process shows that the proposed framework satisfied with the objectives and tasks required for this work.
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